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Abstract— This study represents weight optimization of 

hollow circular, rectangular and airfoil composite beam by 

using sub problem approximation method in ANSYS. A 

three dimensional static analysis of large displacement type 

has been carried out for hollow circular, rectangular and 

airfoil composite beams. Weight of beam was objective 

function, material parameter, geometrical, ply thickness, ply 

angles and load. In order to validate the results, one loop of 

simulation is benchmarked from results in literature. 

Ultimately, best set of optimized design variable is proposed 

to reduce weight under static loading condition. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Composite materials have found increasing use in aerospace 

and civil engineering construction. One of the common 

areas of application is panels and rectangular construction 

where composite materials with complex lay-ups are used. 

The following beam properties can be improved when 

composite materials are used: specific strength, specific 

stiffness, weight, and fatigue life. The thin-walled beams of 

open cross-sections are used extensively in space systems as 

space erectable booms installed on spacecraft; in 

aeronautical industry both as direct load-carrying members 

and as stiffener members. In addition, they are used as well 

in marine and civil engineering, whereas the I-beams, in the 

fabrication of flex beams of bearing less helicopter rotor [1]. 

Thin- walled structures are integral part of an aircraft [2]. 

That is the reason why many researchers consider it in their 

studies and published it in scholarly articles. Chan and his 

students focused on thin-walled beams with different cross-

sections. Among their studies, Chan and Dermirhan [3] 

considered first a rectangular cross section thin-walled 

composite beam. They developed a new and simple closed-

form method to calculate it’s bending stiffness. Then, Lin 

and Chan [4] continued the work with an elliptical cross 

section thin-walled composite beam. Later, Syed and Chan 

[5] included hat-sectioned composite beams. And most 

recently, Rao and Chan [6] expanded the work to consider 

laminated tapered tubes. Ascione et al. [7] presented a 

method that formulates a one-dimensional kinematical 

model that is able to study the static behavior of fiber-

reinforced polymer thin-walled beams. It’s well known that 

the statics of composite beam is strongly influenced by shear 

deformability because of the low values of the elastic shear 

module. Such a feature cannot be analyzed by Vlasov’s 

theory, which assumes that the shear strains are negligible 

along the middle line of the cross-section. Ferrero et al. [8] 

proposed that the stress field in thin-walled composite 

beams due to at twisting moment is not correctly modeled 

by classical analytical theories, so numerical modeling is 

essential. Therefore, they developed a method with a simple 

way of determining stress and stiffness in this type of 

structures where the constrained warping effect can be taken 

into account. They worked with both open and closed cross 

sections. Also, to check the validity of the method for 

structures made of composite materials, a beam with thin, 

composite walls were studied. Wu et al. [9] presented a 

procedure for analyzing the mechanical behavior of 

laminated thin-walled composite box beam under torsional 

load without external restraint. Some analyses have been 

formulated to analyzed composite box beam with varying 

levels of assumptions [10-13]. Therefore, analysis of 

Rectangular beam under varying loading condition is key to 

improve the design and provide good agreement in results. 

II. SIMULATION 

To perform optimization, present work considers following 

three cases of cantilever beams made of graphite/epoxy 

composites: 

 Hollow circular 

 Hollow rectangular 

 Hollow Aero foil  

 Input data for above three cases have been taken 

from literature (see Table 1). FE analysis results are 

benchmarked using ANSYS. These models are termed as 

baseline models for further optimization and probabilistic 

design to meet remaining objectives of thesis. Present work 

uses FEM package ANSYS for analyses of composite beam 

of hollow circular, rectangular, airfoil shape. All input 

parameter for base model are given in table1. Element 

selected for meshing the geometry of the specimen is shell 

181. Material Properties of epoxy graphite are entered. 

Figure 1 shows hollow circular beam meshed model 

contains 1178 number of nodesand1162 number of 

elements. 

 
Fig. 1: Contour plot of Bending stress distribution 

Input 

Parameters 

Hollow 

Circular 

[15] 

Hollow 

Rectangular 

[11] 

Hollow Aero 

Foil [14] 

Geometry 

Length = 

1524 mm 

OD = 

101.6 mm 

twall = 15.2 

mm 

Length = 2540 

mm 

Wouter = 

101.62 mm 

Douter = 50.82 

mm 

twall = 2.0 mm 

Lwing = 1680 

mm 

LChord = 56 

mm 

Aero foil 

shape 

NACA0012 

Material 

E11 = 

146.85 

GPa 

E22 = E33 

E11 = 146.79 

GPa 

E22 = E33 = 

10.30 GPa 

E11 = 142 

GPa 

E22 = E23 = 

9.8 GPa 
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= 11.03 

GPa 

G12 = 

G13 = 

6.21 GPa 

G23 = 

3.86 GPa 

12 = 13 

= 0.28 

23 = 0.5 

tlayer = 

0.127 mm 

[+2030/-

7030]s 

G12 = G13 = 

6.20 GPa 

G23 = 4.82 

GPa 

12 = 13 = 

0.28 

23 = 0.5 

tlayer = 0.32 

mm 

Top = 

[0/+452/90]s 

Bottom = [0/-

452/90]s 

Side = 

[(0/90)s]2 

G12 = G13 = 

6.0 GPa 

G23 = 4.83 

GPa 

12 = 13 = 

0.42 

23 = 0.5 

tlayer = 0.127 

mm 

[+60]6 

Load 4.45 KN 1.78 KN 1.0 N 

Table 1: Input parameters for baseline model 

 Figure 2 shows hollow rectangular beam meshed 

model contains 2304 number of nodes and 2286 number of 

elements. Figure 3shows hollow airfoil beam Meshed model 

contains 3549 number of nodes and 3360 number of 

elements 

 
Fig. 2: Stresses in Hollow Rectangular composite beam 

 
Fig. 3: Stresses in wing aero foil 

Deflection values in different beams have been 

obtained using FEA tools and compared with corresponding 

literature results. Percentage error is calculated and it is 

found that percentage error is less than 5%. Various stress 

results are also below allowable limits of material. Error in 

FE and analytical results occurs because of various reasons 

such as choice of element in FE analysis, size of elements, 

etc. 

Case Description 

Deflection (mm) 

Literature 

[11,14-15] 
ANSYS 

% 

Error 

1 
Hollow 

Circular Beam 
30.00 29.35 2.17 

2 
Hollow 

Rectangular 
515.00 507.01 1.55 

Beam 

3 Aero Foil Wing 172.00 169.40 1.51 

Table 2: Comparison of Literature and ANSYS results 

III. INTRODUCTION TO OPTIMIZATION USING ANSYS 

The ANSYS can determine an optimum design, a design 

that meets all specified requirements yet demands a 

minimum in terms of expenses such as such as weight (or 

volume), stress, cost, and other factors. Virtually any aspect 

of design can be optimized: dimensions, shape, placement of 

supports, natural frequency, material property, and so on. 

Any ANSYS item that can be expressed in terms of 

parameters is a candidate for design optimization.  

A. Design Optimization Data Flow  

The Fig. 4 shows the flow of information during a design 

optimization within ANSYS. The analysis file must exist as 

a separate entity. The optimization database is not part of the 

ANSYS model database. 

 
Fig. 4: Design Optimization Data Flow 

B. Optimization of Hollow Circular Beam: 

An optimization problem is formulated for hollow circular 

beam. Objective of the optimization process is shape and 

weight optimization. Design variables are geometric, 

material and loading conditions whereas state variables are 

bending stress and deflection. Limits for design variables 

and state variables are obtained from probabilistic design. 

Table 3 shows limits used for various design and state 

variables. An optimization problem is given as  

1) Minimize weight 

Subjected to: 

R_ lower limit < R< R_ upper limit  

L_ lower limit < L < L_ upper limit  

TP _ lower limit <TP<TP_ upper limit   

ϴ1_ lower limit < ϴ1< ϴ1 _ upper limit  

ϴ2_ lower limit < ϴ2< ϴ2_ upper limit  

Exx _ lower limit <Exx<Exx_ upper limit 

Eyy _ lower limit <Eyy<Eyy_ upper limit 

Ezz _ lower limit <Ezz<Ezz_ upper limit 

Gxy _ lower limit <Gxy<Gxy_ upper limit 

Gyz _ lower limit <Gyz<Gyz_ upper limit 

Gxz _ lower limit <Gxz<Gxz_ upper limit 

PRxy _ lower limit <PRxy<PRxy_ upper limit 
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PRyz _ lower limit <PRyz<PRyz_ upper limit 

PRxz _ lower limit < PR xz<PRxz_ upper limit 

F_lower limit<F<F_ upper limit 

Optimization Variable Lower limit Upper limit 

R 42.67 58.10 

L 1478.7 1573.5 

Exx 1.03E+05 2.04E+05 

Eyy 6.86E+03 1.46E+04 

Ezz 7.24E+03 1.48E+04 

PRxy 0.12109 0.47099 

PRyz 0.1798 0.46542 

PRxz 0.06677 0.4875 

Gxy 4382.9 8035.1 

Gyz 2.71E+03 5.10E+03 

Gxz 4.49E+03 8.08E+03 

Tp 0.08604 0.16352 

1 -13.517 -26.673 

2 46.391 90.382 

F -2827.6 -5719.3 

Table 3: Optimization variables and its limits for hollow 

circular beam 

 After creating parametric model, optimization steps 

are performed in ANSYS.  

 Present study optimization process uses sub 

problem approximation method. The sub problem 

approximation method can be described as an advanced 

zero-order method in that it requires only the values of the 

dependent variables, and not their derivatives. There are two 

concepts that play a key role in the sub problem 

approximation method: the use of approximations for the 

objective function and state variables, and the conversion of 

the constrained optimization problem to an unconstrained 

problem. 

 Optimization problem runs 30 sets and gives 

optimized set. Fig. 5 shows progress of optimization. Set 24 

found to bet optimized and volume reduces from initial 

7358800 to 5761700 mm
3
. Fig. 6 shows optimal set for 

hollow circular beam under given conditions. 

 
Fig. 5: Optimization sets for hollow circular beam 

 
Fig. 6: Initial and optimal set for hollow circular beam 

C. Optimization of hollow rectangular Beam: 

An optimization problem is formulated. Objective of the 

optimization process is shape and weight optimization. 

Design variables are geometric, material and loading 

conditions whereas state variables are bending stress and 

deflection. 

1) Minimize weight 

Subjected to: 

W_ lower limit <W<W_ upper limit  

 D_ lower limit <D<D_ upper limit  

L_ lower limit < L < L_ upper limit  

TP _ lower limit < TP <TP _ upper limit   

ϴ1_ lower limit < ϴ1< ϴ1 _ upper limit  

ϴ2_ lower limit < ϴ2< ϴ2_ upper limit  

ϴ3_ lower limit < ϴ3< ϴ3_ upper limit  

ϴ4_ lower limit < ϴ4< ϴ4_ upper limit  

Exx _ lower limit <Exx<Exx_ upper limit 

Eyy _ lower limit <Eyy<Eyy_ upper limit 

Ezz _ lower limit <Ezz<Ezz_ upper limit 

Gxy _ lower limit <Gxy<Gxy_ upper limit 

Gyz _ lower limit <Gyz<Gyz_ upper limit 

Gxz _ lower limit <Gxz<Gxz_ upper limit 

PRxy _ lower limit <PRxy<PRxy_ upper limit 

PRyz _ lower limit <PRyz<PRyz_ upper limit 

PRxz _ lower limit < PR xz<PRxz_ upper limit 

F_lower limit<F<F_ upper limit 

 Limits for design variables and state variables are 

obtained from probabilistic design. Table 4 shows limits 

used for various design and state variables. 

Optimization Variable Lower limit Upper limit 

W 85.368 116.23 

D 43.273 59.07 

L 2502.3 2589.6 

Exx 9.13E+03 1.94E+05 

Eyy 6.76E+03 1.38E+04 

Ezz 7.38E+03 1.38E+04 

PRxy 0.19034 0.38232 

PRyz 0.30962 0.68528 

PRxz 0.19762 0.36229 

Gxy 4358.7 8195.1 

Gyz 4.48E+03 8.07E+03 

Gxz 3.27E+03 6.21E+03 

Tp 0.21628 0.42676 

1 0 6.745 

2 32.164 61.406 

3 29.847 58.795 

4 62.64 115.89 

F -1184.4 -2436.9 

Table 4: Optimization variables and its limits for rectangular 

beam 

 After creating parametric model, optimization steps 

are performed in ANSYS. Present study optimization 

process uses subproblem approximation method. 

Optimization problem runs 31 sets and gives optimized set. 

Fig. 7 shows progress of optimization. Set 30 found to bet 

optimized and volume reduces from initial 1982500 to 

1133500 mm
3
. Fig. 8 shows optimal set for hollow circular 

beam under given conditions.   
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Fig. 7: Optimization sets for hollow rectangular beam 

 
Fig. 8: Initial and optimal sets for hollow rectangular beam 

D. Optimization of Aero Foil Wing: 

An optimization problem is formulated for aero foil wing. 

Objective of the optimization process is shape and weight 

optimization. Design variables are geometric, material and 

loading conditions whereas state variables are bending stress 

and deflection. 

1) Minimize weight 

Subjected to: 

R_ lower limit < F< F_ upper limit  

L_ lower limit < L < L_ upper limit  

TP _ lower limit < TP < TP _ upper limit  ϴ_ lower limit < 

ϴ< ϴ _ upper limit  

Exx _ lower limit <Exx<Exx_ upper limit 

Eyy _ lower limit <Eyy<Eyy_ upper limit 

Ezz _ lower limit <Ezz<Ezz_ upper limit 

Gxy _ lower limit <Gxy<Gxy_ upper limit 

Gyz _ lower limit <Gyz<Gyz_ upper limit 

Gxz _ lower limit <Gxz<Gxz_ upper limit 

PRxy _ lower limit <PRxy<PRxy_ upper limit 

PRyz _ lower limit <PRyz<PRyz_ upper limit 

PRxz _ lower limit < PR xz<PRxz_ upper limit 

F_lower limit<F<F_ upper limit 

 Limits for design variables and state variables are 

obtained from probabilistic design. Table 5 shows limits 

used for various design and state variables. 

Optimization Variable Lower limit Upper limit 

CHL 47.044 64.053 

L 1630.1 1734.5 

Exx 9.98E+04 1.97E+05 

Eyy 6.09E+03 1.30E+04 

EZZ 6.43E+03 1.32E+04 

PRxy 0.18164 0.40649 

PRyz 0.1798 0.46542 

PRxz 0.10017 0.43128 

Gxy 4234.7 7763.4 

Gyz 2.81E+03 5.29E+03 

Gxz 4.34E+03 7.81E+03 

Tp 0.08604 0.16352 

 40.552 80.018 

F 0.66274 1.2192 

Table 5: Optimization variables and its limits hollow 

rectangular beam 

 After creating parametric model as discussed in 

Chapter 3, optimization steps are performed in ANSYS. 

Present study optimization process uses sub problem 

approximation method. Optimization problem runs 30 sets 

and gives optimized set. Fig. 9 shows progress of 

optimization. Set 29 found to bet optimized and volume 

reduces from initial 146460 to 81098 mm
3
. Fig.10 shows 

optimal set for hollow circular beam under given conditions.   

 
Fig. 9: Optimization sets for aero foil wing 

 
Fig. 10: Initial and optimal sets for aero foil wing 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR OPTIMIZATION OF 

COMPOSITE BEAMS 

Optimization process is carried out using ANSYS. 

Subprogram method is used for optimization. Approximate 

30 sets are required to carry out optimization of beams 

within given optimization variables. It is found that up to 

45% weight can be saved for beams depending on input 

variables 

Case Description 

Volume or Weight 

Initial Optimized 
% 

Saving 

1 
Hollow Circular 

Beam 
7358800 5761700 21.70 

2 

Hollow 

Rectangular 

Beam 

1982500 1133500 42.82 

3 Aero Foil Wing 146460 81098 44.62 

Table 6: Comparison of Literature and ANSYS results 
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